Wordscapes level 4990 answers
Wordscapes level 4990 in the Aurora Group and Way Pack contains 17 words
and the letters ADEHLU making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 36 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 58,570 words and 240,857 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
ALE, DUH, HUE, LAD, LED, DEAL, DUAL, DUEL, HAUL, HEAL, HELD, LEAD, HULA, DALE,
HALE, LAUD, HAULED.
The extra or bonus words are:
LUD, DEL, HAUD, HAE, DAHL, HUED, LADE, DHAL, HALED, DUE, HAD, LAH, HEAD, LUDE,
DAL, HAULD, UDAL, HADE, LEU, DAE, EDH, LEA, EAU, HULE, DAH, ELD, ALU, DULE,
AULD, AHED, LEHUA, ULE, HAED, HEALD, AUE, LEUD.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4990
ALE - An intoxicating liquor made from an infusion of malt by fermentation and the ad
dition of a bitter, usually hops.
DUH - Disdainful indication that something is obvious.
HUE - Form; appearance; guise.
LAD - A boy or young man.
LED - Simple past tense and past participle of lead.
DEAL - A division, a portion, a share.
DUAL - Characterized by having two (usually equivalent) components.
DUEL - Arranged, regular combat between two private persons, often over a matter of h
onor.
HAUL - To carry something; to transport something, with a connotation that the item i
s heavy or otherwise difficult to move.
HEAL - To hide; conceal; keep secret.
HELD - Simple past tense and past participle of hold.
LEAD - A heavy, pliable, inelastic metal element, having a bright, bluish color, but
easily tarnished; both malleable and ductile, though with little tenacity. It is easi
ly fusible, forms alloys with other metals, and is an ingredient of solder and type m
etal. Atomic number 82, symbol Pb (from Latin plumbum).
HULA - A form of chant and dance, which was developed in the Hawaiian Islands by the
Polynesians who originally settled there.
DALE - A valley in an otherwise hilly area.
HALE - Health, welfare.
LAUD - Praise or glorification.
HAULED - Simple past tense and past participle of haul.
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